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“Are you sitting uncomfortably? Then I’ll begin (...) The future doesn’t exist, now does it? Do it 
now.”

— David Greene, 1969 cited in Ethel Baraona Pohl, 2015



Bas Jan Ader_Fall II
Amsterdam, 1970



“What are your lines? What map are you in the process of making or rearranging? 
What abstract line will you draw, and at what price, for yourself and for others?”

— Deleuze and Guattari, 1988
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2012
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CHANGE / STRUCTURE / FUNCTION
LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY PRINCIPLES



CHANGE 

Landscape planning:
every plan is subject to the full spectrum of uncertainties

Watershed management plan:
- time series data on water quality 
- hydrologic flow patterns.
- need to anticipate the type and magnitude of expected land use change, 
- explicitly associate those changes with impacts and consequences on water (resource) management.

Kato and Ahern (2008)



Detroit
1951 - 2010



CHANGE 

Adaptive approach:
need for an explicit method to address the “unknows” that arise in the project

STEPS:

• ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING CONDITIONS;

• ARTICULATION OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES;

• CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES;

• DECISION MAKING PROCESS;

• DEVELOPMENT OF A PLAN.

Kato and Ahern (2008)



CHANGE 

Adaptive approach:
need for an explicit method to address the “unknows” that arise in the project

SEEKS TO CONFRONT AND MINIMISE UNCERTAINTY BY (RE)ASSESSING THE FEASIBILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PLANNING DECISIONS AND 
THE RISKS INHERENT IN EACH STAGE OF THE PLANNING PROCESS.

TYPES OF UNCERTAINTY:

• GEOGRAPHICAL/SPATIAL;

• TEMPORAL;

• PROCESS;

• TRANSFERABILITY;

• HUMAN INPUT UNPREDICTABILITY.

Kato and Ahern (2008)





CHANGE 

Adaptive approach:
need for an explicit method to address the “unknows” that arise in the project

1. modelling and monitoring can be used to reduce uncertainty by increasing scientific and professional 
understanding of a system.

2. determining appropriate systems of study, spatial-temporal scales and geographic extent.
can inform adaptive hypotheses, which can then guide planning and monitoring actions and interpretations.

3. interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches help planners understand uncertainty through 
cooperation and sharing ideas among academics, professionals and stakeholders who can be involved 
throughout a planning process.
 
Kato and Ahern (2008)



CHANGE 

ADAPTIVE PLANNING TYPES:

- ASSUMPTION-BASED PLANNING: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF “LOAD-BEARING” ASSUMPTIONS; 

- ROBUST DECISION MAKING: IDENTIFYING POLICIES THAT DELIVER UNDER DIFFERENT SCENARIOS;

- ADAPTIVE POLICY MAKING: CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT;

- ADAPTATION TIPPING POINTS AND ADAPTATION PATHWAYS: IDENTIFYING EXCEEDANCE AND SHIFTING POLICIES TO MEET OBJECTIVES UNDER 
DIFFERENT SCENARIOS;

- DYNAMIC ADAPTIVE POLICY PATHWAYS: APM+ATP+AP 

Veerbeek (2015)



Delta Alliance - 
Dynamic Adaptive 
Policy Pathways:
water supply



A local coastal 
adaptation 
pathway
Barnett et al. 
(2014)



CHANGE / STRUCTURE / FUNCTION
LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY PRINCIPLES



architectural-
review:
Castelnaudary 
(France)



beyond climate, land use patterns (and their manifestation on land cover 
change and pollution loads) are the major factors altering the structure, 
function and natural processes on the physical environment. 

spatial patterns 
of land use
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Design with Nature_Ian L. McHarg (1969) Land Mosaics_Richard T.T. Forman (1995) Landscape Ecology_Monica Turner, 
Robert Gardner, Tobert O’Neill (2001)



Forman’s “indispensable patterns for planning a landscape: (1) large parches of natural vegetation, 
(2) stream/river corridor; (3) connectivity between patches and stepping stones, and (4) small 

“bits” of nature.
Forman (1995)

A continuum of hydrological/stream types and associated 
abiotic, biotic and cultural functions

Arhen (1999)



@ dabito, instragram  minimal traffic @ AvenuesOfInspiration



LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN /  
A NEW VISION FOR THE ROLE AND PLACE OF SURFACE WATER IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS



• New integrative and synergistic approaches are needed in urban landscape planning design theory and practices 
that advance stormwater management through the agency of landscape ecology knowledge and liveability goals. 

• Robustness is achieved when infrastructure is consolidated, working in synergy with spatial structures, natural 
features, and socio-economic aspects.

• Particularly in highly urbanized cities, where the pace of urbanization rapidly reduces the availability of natural areas, 
designing nature for hydraulic performance plays a vital and multifunctional role that actively contributes to the 
quality of urban life.

Bacchin et al. (2014)



RISING CURRENTS: 
A NEW URBAN 
GROUND
New York, NY

MOMA, New York
dlandstudio + ARO

 



“(...) the central interest here is the fundamental manner in which the entire site is 
treated as a large-scale landscape, as a kind of tissue and bonding agent that ties all the 
disparate parts together. Corridors, patches, mosaics, bridges, pathways, landforms, and 
matrices create a fabric within which the city can grow new roots.”

James Corner, 2014.



RISING CURRENTS: 
A NEW URBAN 
GROUND
New York, NY

MOMA, New York
dlandstudio + ARO

 



INFRASTRUCTURE

“Infrastructure, as we know it, no longer belongs in the exclusive realm of engineers and transportation planners. 
In the context of our rapidly changing cities and towns, infrastructure is experiencing a shift where multiple-
use programming and the integration of latent ecologies is a primary consideration. Defining contemporary 
infrastructure requires a multi-disciplinary team of engineers, landscape architects, architects and planners to 
fully realize the benefits to our cultural and natural systems.” 
Hung et al. (2012)



HIGHLINE NY
James Corner
Diller Scofidio
+Renfro



LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE

The term “landscape infrastructure” is being used today by governments, professionals and academics worldwide 
to designate how the field of landscape is redefining the morphology of urban infrastructure in research, 
pedagogy and practice. 
Belanger, P. (2013)



NEW 
LANDSCAPE
INFRA-
STRUCTURE

Copenhagen 
TREDJE NATUR



MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DELIVERY OF LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE 
GREEN/BLUE/GREY

• First define the common ground / strategic spatial planning and system’s performance objectives / potential spatial 
consequences in relation to sustainable urban development

• Multi-scale green/ blue/ grey nested networks and integrated infrastructural measures can then be delivered using 
spatial/network analysis, hierarchical design processes and hydrodynamic modelling.

(JPI-Urban Europe, Green/Blue Cities Research Project)



NARRATIVE

green/blue/grey (hybrid infrastructure): delivering value to cities and citizens  



THE CITY AS: 

• A FLEXIBLE NETWORK ALLOWING ADAPTIVE DEVELOPMENT, EFFECTIVENESS, AND THE QUALITY OF THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT; 

• THE RESULT OF THE ACTIVITIES AND ACTIONS THAT IT HOSTS / HAVING MULTIPLE POSSIBILITIES; 

THE ROLE OF INFRASTRUCTURE:

• AS A CIVIC PROJECT

• AS THE FOUNDATION ELEMENTS OF CITIES  

FROM THE PEDESTRIAN TO THE NETWORKED CITY (MONO-USE) - TOWARDS FUTURE NETWORKED ECOLOGIES (MULTIPLE-USE)

THE PLACE OF COMMONS: 

• FRAGILE BALANCE BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

• NEED FOR SHIFTING AND RESHAPING OF THE URBAN COMMONS



Which planning and design innovation processes could potentially increase the flexibility of 
the city landscape, and thereby, enhance the adaptive capacity to climate and urbanization 
uncertainties?



SMART CITIES OR SMART URBANISM 

CITIES IN THE ANTROPOCENE  21st century

• nature and society, today, are so much out of sync that we can no longer address singular problems 
in a meaningful way

• the word bank suggests a USD 30 to 50 trillion investment in urban infrastructure

• moments of discursive shift are moments of opportunity

Hajer, M. & Dassen, T. (2014)



in what type of city would you like to live?

 1/ ‘decoupling’ as the strategic orientation

 2/ a persuasive story line about the future

  ‘PLANNING AS A PERSUASIVE STORY ABOUT THE FUTURE’ - James Throgmorton (1996) argued that the essence of 
planning was not about ends or means, ordering, organisation and reorganisation; instead he found that underlaying effective planning 
was a vision, a persuasive story: this has a generative capacity.

Hajer, M. & Dassen, T. (2014)



UTOPIAN
FUTURES

FAILED
ARCHITECTURE

CITY 
MODELS

drawing:
miniatura77:
Arranha-céu 
Outdoor, 2014 



UTOPIAN
FUTURES

FAILED
ARCHITECTURE

CITY 
MODELS

ArchiZoom | 
No-Stop City | 
1970-72 



in what type of city would you like to live?

 urban metabolism as framework for strategic decision-making
 

 water flow:
 managing stormwater synergistically with green areas – 
 cities are simultaneously made greener as well as being drained effectively, with water being used  
 directly at source and recycled where possible.



FRAMEWORK FOR MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DELIVERY OF LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE



DESIGNING NETWORKED 
ECOLOGIES

TRANSITION OF THE 
WATER NETWORK
(SUPPLY+DRAINAGE 
GROWTH/PERFORMANCE)

GREEN/BLUE SPATIAL 
MORPHOLOGY  
(URBAN REGENERATION)

GREEN/BLUE STRATEGIES
(DESIGN CRITERIA)

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
VALUES TO URBAN 
CITIZENS

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE
(PERFORMANCE GREE/
BLUE INFRA.)

MULTIPLE USE OF LAND IN 
URBAN AREAS 
(DESIGN FOR FLEXIBILITY/
ADAPTATION)

SUSTAINABILITY AND 
LIVEABILITY

1. ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL 
AND EXTERNAL DRIVERS 
OF CHANGE

2. VISION FOR 
ADDRESSING 
THE KEY DRIVERS

3. PRINCIPLES BY 
WHICH THE VISION IS 
TO BE DELIVERED

4. OBJECTIVES THAT 
DERIVE FROM THESE 
PRINCIPLES

5. LOGICAL 
OUTCOME(S) WANTED 
FROM THE PROCESS

(JPI-Urban Europe, Green/Blue Cities Research Project)



city landscape

hydrologic catchment 

urban fabric

island (urban block)

plot

building

urban corridor

hydrol.sub-catchment 

PLANNING  
PUBLIC

URBANISM 
COLLECTIVE

ARCHITECTURE 
PRIVATE

Bacchin T.K. (2015) Performative Nature.



SCALES
SPATIO-TEMPORAL

Outlet /
body of water

Administrative
Metropolitan region
_Cities

Biotic
River Basins
_Gravatai river basin
_Guaiba lake basin

Macro

Administrative
Porto Alegre
_Planning regions
_Participatory budget regions
_Neighbourhoods
_Census units

Biotic
Sub-basins
_Metropolitan green areas

Meso

Administrative
District
_Urban infrastructure network

Biotic
Micro-basins
_Hydrological network
_Land facets
_Urban green areas

Micro

Administrative
Urban structuring units (UEU)
_Urban blocks

Biotic
Runoff catchment area
_Private green spaces

Runoff point source /
street segment

Administrative
Urban plots

Biotic
Runoff point source 
_Righ of way
_Setback gardens

Bacchin T.K. (2015) Performative Nature.



UPSTREAM AREA
receives the precipitation only 
within the upstream area

rise of groundwater level

MIDDLESTREAM AREA
receives the precipitation within 
the middle stream area plus 
cope with water  which was not 
absorbed upstream

DOWNSTREAM AREA
is exposed to precipitation and 
river floods plus have to cope 
with remaining water being 
conveyed from up- and middle- 
stream areas

CATCHMENT 
BEHAVIOUR

GREEN/BLUE 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Bacchin T.K. (2015) Performative Nature. 
drawing by Ekaterina Andruscenko



there are two main starting points in defining the opportunities:

• the four domains (performative) approach: where developments considering water 
and flood risks are the main driver;

• the mainstreaming approach: where changes to other infrastructure systems and 
services are the main driver.



drainage/ maintenance to limit 
pollution and blockages causing 
flooding

Neither the size of the rainfall or the impact are completely fixed therefore are best represented by 
domains. The domains represent the relationship between rainfall and impact on a typical catchment.

conventional drainage (e.g. 
sewers) and SuDS to limit 
flooding

design for exceedance 
emergency and spatial planning. 
manage water in preferred 
locations

emergency response and 
spatial planning to minimise and 
manage impacts

everyday rainfall

1

2

4

drainage design 
rainfall

exceedance 
rainfall

extreme 
rainfall

DESIGN APPROACH 
AND REASON TO 
MANAGE RAINFALL
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Ashley, R. (2015) 
JPI-GBC D 1.6. 
Innovative socio-
technical solutions 
bringing multifunctional 
values to urban citizens.



PROVISIONING SERVICES

flexible infrastructure/ 
climate change adaptation

water resource 

flows to treatment/
filtration areas 

groundwater recharge

tourism

crime

REGULATING SERVICES

air quality 

carbon

flood risk

water quality of
receiving water

air/building temperature

groundwater recharge

water resource

CULTURAL SERVICES

amenity/
quality of space 

recreation

flood risk

water quality of 
receiving water

water resource

crime 

education

noise

PR/CSR

traffic calming

SUPPORTING SERVICES

biodiversity (habitats)

ECOSYSTEM 
SERVICES

GREEN/BLUE 
INFRASTRUCTURE

MULTIPLE 
BENEFITS



ECOSYSTEM 
SERVICES

GREEN/BLUE 
INFRASTRUCTURE

MULTIPLE 
BENEFITS

(JPI-Urban Europe, Green/Blue Cities Research Project)
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location LUST

location form relation size LUST form complexity spatial strategy

spatial strategy

buildings

open spaces

implement water 
treatment processes 
for rainwater, grey 
water and 
brown water

reedbeds 
puri�cate 
grey water: 
helophyte 
�lter

sand trap 
�lter heavy 
metals that 
later is
treated with 
ultraviolet light

water factory 
in the scale 
of a building, 
puri�cate brown 
watert: helophyte 
�lter

improve awareness 
about water infrastructures

 re-use 
water treated
on site: 
in agriculture �elds, 
community garden, 
to in�ltrate and 
recharge water 
bodies or to �ush
toilet

lower the ambient 
temperature in summer 

implement 
perennial open 
water structures

bring people closer 
to water bodies

bring  water closer 
to people

combine water infrastructure 
with green infrastructure 

generate system
of green blue 
spaces in urban spaces

increase the number of public 
meeting spaces close to
green blue networks

revive the presence 
of the important rivers

transform water 
supply facility 
in a park

implement visible 
water infrastructures

make �oodable public spaces, 
urban creeks, open gutters

play with water structure

propose
seasonal design

introduce 
green blue 
elements in the
landscape

introduce
variety of landscapes 
in different districts

area lesser
or greater

minor parks

>1ha

<1ha

major parks

area lesser
or greater

minor parks

>1ha

<1ha

major parks

area lesser
or greater

minor parks<5m2

>5m2 major parks

bind dust 
particles

humidify the air

transform urban 
spaces into a more
natural habitat

transporting water supply

water bodies open air canal
appropriate the existing 
water infrastructure 
for transportation

navigable canals transporting waste

create sailing route 

IMPROVING AWARENESS

The awareness is important to the four domains.

ANALYSIS

(JPI-Urban Europe, Green/Blue Cities Research Project)



GREEN/BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE BEST PRACTICES



NEW KIRUNA, SE

White Arkitekter AB and 
Ghilardi + Hellsten Arkitekter.



WATER SENSITIVE DESIGN > INTEGRATED WATER CYCLE MANAGEMENT >
GREEN/BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SUSTAINABLE, ATTRACTIVE CITIES



URBAN LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE: 
HYBRID/FLEXIBLE NETWORK

(RE)DESIGNING NATURE FOR WATER SAFETY

1. TRANSITION OF THE WATER NETWORK

2. PLACEMENT OF GREEN/BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE                         
(NETWORK GEOMETRY/TOPOLOGY)

3. SELECTION OF DESIGN STRATEGIES                                               
(SPATIAL/MATERIAL QUALITIES)

4. PERFORMANCE OF GREEN/BLUE INFRA IN LIVING LABS                       
AMBIENT CONDITIONS FOLLOWING 4D APPROACH

URBAN LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE: CIVIC PROJECT
MULTIFUNCTIONAL VALUES TO URBAN CITIZENS

MULTIPLE BENEFITS / URBAN COMMONS 

IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT: 
CLIMATE, SOCIAL CAPACITIES AND NEEDS

1. WATER SUPPLIED | POLLUTION REMOVED | AVOIDED SYSTEMS COSTS

2. HEALTH IMPROVEMENTS | TEMPERATURE REDUCTION  | LIVEABILITY 
IMPROVEMENTS

(JPI-Urban Europe, Green/Blue Cities Research Project)



THE PLACE AND ROLE OF STREET DESIGN



Urban street design 
guide. NACTO - National 
Association of City 
Transportation Officials.



BIOSWALE

URBAN GREEN BLUE GRIDS
http://www.urbangreenbluegrids.com/



Urban street design 
guide. NACTO - National 
Association of City 
Transportation Officials.



INFILTRATION STRIP
AND RAINGARDENS



Urban street design 
guide. NACTO - National 
Association of City 
Transportation Officials.



Urban street design 
guide. NACTO - National 
Association of City 
Transportation Officials.



GREEN GUTTER

Green Streets Design 
Manual 
- Philadelphia Water 
Department

http://www.
phillywatersheds.org/
what_were_doing/gsdm



MULTIFUNCTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
NATURAL/ TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS – 
INCLUDING THE UTILISATION AND VALUATION OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND GREEN/BLUE    
INFRASTRUCTURE TO PROVIDE MORE THAN ONE FUNCTION TO SOCIETY.



Seattle street art by ‘rainworks’ only appears when it’s raining
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theme

description
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North America
USA
New Haven -CT

52 km²
285 hab/km²
cfa

park

The design combines a park with the CT Water Treatment Facility, Located in the reserve water 
source for the South Central Connecticut Regional Water Authority on the Mill River Watershed. The 
design forms an educative landscape since it utilises above ground structures, as swales, green roofs, 
valley streams that guide the runoff to a pond, recharging the groundwater. The structure does not use 
heavy traditional drainage infrastructures and supports the limited budget of $5 the square foot.  

The design combine the blue infrastructure with restoration ecology and bioengineering 
techniques to stabilize the created topographical variation with excavated soil.  The native species do 
not require fertilizers or pesticides, the design considers seasonal textures and colours and permit 
natural evolution of plants. The park is humanely scaled and, even though a privately owned land, 
provide public spaces and gives room for community activities. (MVVA, 2oo5)

CT Water Treatment Facility

Michael van Valkenburgh 
Associates
South Central Connecticut 
Regional Water Authority
2005
built 
1 km²

point

2%  small

limited budget

use of adapted techniques 
restoration ecology  and 
topography is stabilized 
with bioengineering 

special microcosm for the 
watershed

swales replacing traditional 
drainage system

native green species at 
roof with no pesticides or 
fertilizers

seasonal variation in color 
and texture

museum 

The park is arranged in six 
section analogous to the 
six stages of the water 
treatment

strong educative structure

Building with Water: Concepts 
Typology Design By Zoë Ryan 

http://www.mvvainc.com/
project.php?id=13&c=parks

http://www.asla.
org/2010awards/105.html

infrastructure

master plan
patch

The design combines a park with 
the CT Water Treatment Facility, 
Located in the reserve water
source for the South Central 
Connecticut Regional Water 
Authority on the Mill River 
Watershed. The design forms 
an educative landscape since it 
utilises above ground structures, 
as swales, green roofs, valley 
streams that guide the runoff to a 
pond, recharging the groundwater. 
The design combine the blue 
infrastructure with restoration 
ecology and bioengineering
techniques to stabilize the created 
topographical variation with 
excavated soil. 

JPI URBAN EUROPE
GREEN/BLUE 
CITIES RESEARCH 
PROJECT 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE:  
NATURAL AND 
HUMAN SYSTEMS
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infrastructure

master plan
patch

JPI URBAN EUROPE
GREEN/BLUE 
CITIES RESEARCH 
PROJECT 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE:  
NATURAL AND 
HUMAN SYSTEMS



JPI URBAN EUROPE
GREEN/BLUE 
CITIES RESEARCH 
PROJECT 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE:  
NATURAL AND 
HUMAN SYSTEMS

Zollhallen Platz is a fine 
example of water sensitive 
urban design, as it is 
disconnected from the sewer
system.The design plays 
with the historic past of the 
site which was a rail yard. 
A bright grove of cherry 
trees provide the perfect 
amount of shade, while 
the infiltration planters with 
perennials and ornamental 
grasses give an attractive 
softness.
100% of the hardscape 
materials are high-quality 
demolition materials recycled 
from the old rail yard.
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Europe
Germany
Freiburg

153,1 km²
1400 hab/km²
cfb

square

Zollhallen Platz

Atelier Dreiseitl

Aurelis / City of Freiburg

2011
built
5600m² = 0,0056 km²

point

<1%  small

Zollhallen Platz is new counterpart for the historic customs hall which was restored in 2009. 
The plaza is a fine example of water sensitive urban design, as it is disconnected from the sewer 
system. 

The design plays with the historic past of the site which was a rail yard. Timeless and 
multifunctional benches recalled break noses of rail tracks, and old rail tracks are inlaid into the paving. 
A bright grove of cherry trees provide the perfect amount of shade, while the infiltration planters with 
perennials and ornamental grasses give an attractive softness.

 100% of the hardscape materials are high-quality demolition materials recycled from the old 
rail yard. This makes sense not just from a resource management of view, but harmonises the new 
clean modern design with the historic architecture of the customs hall.

planters 
remain historic rail yard, 
reuse of material from 
demolition and inviting 
vegetation design: cherry 
trees

http://www.dreiseitl.com/index.
php?id=52&lang=em

http://zhan.renren.com/h5/
entry/3674946092080461429

infrastructure

master plan
patch

JPI URBAN EUROPE
GREEN/BLUE 
CITIES RESEARCH 
PROJECT 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE:  
NATURAL AND 
HUMAN SYSTEMS



PORTO ALEGRE, BR
PERFORMATIVE NATURE: 
URBAN LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN IN WATER SENSITIVE CITIES
PhD RESEARCH PROJECT (TUD/UNESCO-IHE, CAPES/BR)

KIRUNA, SE / ZWOLLE, NL / INNSBRUCK, A ‘URBAN LIVING LABS’
JPI URBAN EUROPE GREEN/BLUE CITIES RESEARCH PROJECT
RESEARCH PROJECT (TUD/NWO)

SAO PAULO, BR 
IE-DESIGN ANNOTATION ‘SMART INFRASTRUCTURE & MOBILITY’  
ELECTIVE COURSE TUD-A+BE



PORTO ALEGRE
BRAZIL

PhD RESEARCH 
PROJECT/ Pilot City

SMP / PMPA & b720 Fermín 
Vázquez Arquitectos 
project proposal for the retrofitting 
of Porto Alegre Waterfront



KIRUNA,
SWEDEN

INTERNATIONAL 
URBAN 
LIVING LAB

JPI URBAN EUROPE
GREEN/BLUE CITIES
RESEARCH PROJECT

MASTERPLAN
year 2030
White Arkitekter AB and 
Ghilardi + Hellsten 
Arkitekter.



SAO PAULO,
BRAZIL

SMART INFRA-
STRUCTURE AND 
MOBILITY / 
TUDELFT IE DESIGN 
ANNOTATION

Metropolitan 
Waterway Ring of Sao 
Paulo, Brazil: 
Grupo Metropole 
Fluvial, FAU-USP



PERFORMATIVE NATURE : PORTO ALEGRE, BR





macro-scale level [city-region / basin]



GREEN-BLUE/GREY
FINAL CORRIDOR DESIGN

road network
hydrology
corridor type 1
corridor type 2
corridor type 3
green areas

N

1km 5 km 10 km
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GREEN AREA AND
FLOOD SUSCETIBILITY

hydology

green area

flood probability low
flood probability
flood probability
flood probability high

DTM SLOPE 

LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION

LANDSAT 5TM IMAGERY - YEAR 2007
(highst precipitation record in the past 15 years)



meso-scale level [district / sub-basin]



GREEN AREAS LU-CLASS

campo degradado

bosque

mata nativa

solo exposto

arbustivo transicao campo

arbustivo trasicao mata

campo nativo

campo manejado

mata nativa com exoticas

lavoura sazonal

BLUE NETWORK
HYDROLOGY AND PIPED SYSTEM

road network
1_natural hydrology
2_natural hydrology
3_natural hydrology
1_drainage infrastructure - conduits
2_drainage infrastructure - conduits
3_drainage infrastructure - conduits
1_drainage infrastructure - nodes
2_drainage infrastructure - nodes
3_drainage infrastructure - nodes
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-

-

-

+

+

+

+

GREEN AREAS SOCIAL VALUE MAP

GREEN AREAS ECOLOGICAL VALUE MAP

DTM SLOPE GRADIENT

MOBILITY MAP
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SERVICE AREA MODELLING
PUBLIC GREEN SPACE 
PROVISIONS/ 
URBAN GREEN DESERTS

SERVICE AREA AROUND GREEN 
SPACES (ACCORDING TO NORMA-
TIVE VALUES FOR GREEN SPACE 
PROVISION/ACCESSIBILITY, SO-
CIAL USE AND NATURAL QUALI-
TIES/BIODIVERSITY)



micro-scale level [neighborhood (urban block and plots) / micro-basin]



MICRO-CATCHMENT 
‘AA/C’LOCATION IN THE
AREIA CREEK BASIN

SURFACE STORMWATER 
DRAINAGE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

(D) CONTROLLED FLOODING 
(EXTREMES)

major blue corridors links (arteries)
secondary links/nodes (collectors) between surface hydrology and arteries

third nodes/links between secondary links and existing piped network 

existing piped drainage infrastructure (main links)

PUBLIC/private parcels retrofitted with GREEN infrastructure: 
primary spaces to be retrofitted due to flood risk 

PUBLIC/private parcels retrofitted with BLUE infrastructure:
primary spaces to be retrofitted due to flood risk

piped drainage infrastructure (PRIMARY nodes) 

piped drainage infrastructure (SECONDARY nodes) 

PRIVATE parcels retroffited with GREEN infrastructure

PRIVATE parcels retroffited with BLUE infrastructure

1km 2 km0.5 km

N
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potential areas
side walk
shrubs
woods
grass

FINAL SCALE LEVEL
Streetscape

tpi 1  valley
tpi 2  lower slopes
tpi 3  gentle slopes
tpi 4  steep slopes
tpi 5  upper slopes
tpi 6  ridges

6

5
4

2

1

2

1
2

5

2

1

3

P

P
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